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Beyond traceability

Perspectives on
standards and
certification

Traceability and claims have a long history
starting as far back as sugar 'not made by
slaves' sold in the eighteenth century.

About us
We are a network of
experienced consultants that
have supported the
development of over 35
standard systems and offer
critical insights for both
developing and established
standard systems.

The idea is intuitive and easy to
communicate: buy this (or avoid that), and
the world will be a better place.
Traceability aligns naturally with boycott
campaigns and eco-labelling, with
government procurement and even
potentially with trade regulations.
The Forest Stewardship Council originally
went to market with the claim that ‘the
wood in this product comes from wellmanaged forests’. They soon found that
full physical traceability is easy to
communicate but hard to deliver. Other

models (such as ‘mass balance’ and
‘book and claim’) followed. However, many
people still see full traceability as the gold
standard, with the alternatives seen as
second best.
Given the effort involved in providing
full traceability, it’s good to remember
that - when it comes to sustainability - it
is a means to an end, not the end itself.
It can be an extremely effective tool but
it’s not an obligation.
Look at your theory of change (see later in
this newsletter). Ask yourself how
traceability contributes to your mission.
And keep an open mind about potentially
more effective alternatives.

Embracing the power of complaints
Complaints from stakeholders that
question their integrity are what many
standards systems fear. They often come
unexpectedly and disrupt the normal
course of business. Without proper
procedures or resources, standard
systems easily experience fear, panic or
denial in response.
• Fear that the allegation might be true
and the credibility of the system will
be undermined.
• Panic because of an uncertainty as to
how to respond.
• Denial that there is a flaw in the
system.
What if complaints could be a gift to the
system instead of a burden?

Addressing complaints in an efficient,
effective, transparent and communicative
way helps to further the credibility of a
system. A complaint can:
• Identify infractions or poor auditing
quality;
• Surface weaknesses in the standard,
its implementation, or its
interpretation; and
• Highlight systemic issues that are
outside the scope of certification.
A complaint provides valuable insight to
the system about issues on the ground,
can serve as real time monitoring and a
channel for stakeholder engagement.
Systems should embrace their complaints
mechanisms, resource them well and
promote them as they reinforce credibility
principles and strengthen assurance
systems.

Continued growth in
the standards sector
Despite regular criticism on the
proliferation of standards systems, these
market-based tools remain attractive as an
approach to address the most compelling
challenges facing society and our planet.
Often, organisations wanting to develop
new standards bring a lot of enthusiasm
and dedication to the work - and they need
to because standards can take five or so
years to develop, pilot test, launch and
begin to see their impact. Successful
standards are time-intensive and costly to
develop. The process involves significant
technical expertise on the mechanics of
standards systems coupled with deep
expertise on the content and sector in
question. Learning flows between these
two groups of specialists. While the basic
components remain the same, each set of
standard documents is customised
according to the sector, desired outcomes
and particular stakeholder needs. There is
no one size fits all. Even after the initial
launch, standard development never stops.
It is a dynamic circular process of
consultation, metrics, learning and
revision.
When considering a new standard,
prepare for complexity and funding
challenges. In recent years donors have
been shifting away from funding the startup costs of new standard systems in favour
of funding innovation that will benefit the
entire sector well into the future.
Such a systemic approach helps the sector
learn from criticism and grow its overall
impact, while safeguarding the value it has
created.

How to write scheme
documents that rock
Let’s face it, writing and maintaining scheme
documentation is boring. This includes
requirements for certification bodies,
auditors, complaints procedures, record
keeping, document control and other issues.

Thinking big
There is growing interest in finding a way to get an entire sector
in a single jurisdiction certified (jurisdictional certification). A
jurisdiction can be a country, state, province, county, district or
even multiple countries if all of it is subject to the same
legislation and regulation. This sounds daunting, and it is.
Before you begin, be sure you know what you are trying to
achieve and have a clear set of measures to know if you are
achieving it.

However, without good scheme
documentation, it is impossible to maintain
and improve the quality and reliability of your In jurisdictional certification, governments are partners, along
with producers, processors, manufacturers and others. This is
scheme.
not a certification of government. The product, process or
Here are ten tips to make sure that your
procedure to be certified must meet the same performance
scheme documents are clear, effective and requirements that a single operator must meet.
understandable:
Jurisdictional certification can only be achieved by building
1. Take the time to know your audience
agreement among all the sectors, to collaborate on meeting
and write for them.
shared objectives and to be accountable for meeting those
2. Know that many readers will not be
commitments.
native speakers of the language in
which you write.
3. Write in short sentences.
Many standard systems address a theory of change late in
4. Tell them what to do, don’t tell them
their development, often only as a compliance requirement for
what not to do.
ISEAL’s Impacts Code. However, the best time to develop your
theory of change is right at the beginning.
5. Write one instruction at a time, so that
each has its own line.
Why? A good theory of change can guide your strategic
6. Use consistent terms that are easily
planning, resourcing and organisational indicators. It is a
understood or precisely defined.
framework to define your learning agenda and monitoring and
evaluation system. It also helps to strengthen your standard.
7. Do not use compound sentences,
Just think of how standards are a set of theories that assume if
prepositional phrases, subordinate or
the requirements or thresholds are met, then specific
dependent clauses.
8. Write all instructions in the active voice. outcomes will result. Using theory of change logic when
revising or developing your standard will enable you to really
9. Leave lots of white space on the page
understand the assumptions and enabling factors to achieve
and never right-justify your text.
impact.
10. Break any rule that makes it hard to
Aligning a standard with the organisation’s intended changes
write a clear instruction.
will help to maximise the impact of the standard on meeting
And a bonus tip: As you write each
your mission and achieving your vision. At the same time, you
document, create measures to evaluate the create efficiencies by leveraging the standard and certification
effectiveness of each process or procedure, business processes for monitoring and evaluation.
and then – please – do the evaluation.
So start early - it’s truly worth it!
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